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Improve your mental health by discovering God's promise of comfort for the most common
sources of daily anxiety, including loneliness, anger, fear, relationships, and finances.God never
meant for us to feel so alone in facing our emotions. Though they often steal our peace and
cause us restless nights, too often we just try to press through. In forty days of readings from the
world's most popular Christian meditation app, Abide, you can journey through their most
popular content on attaining the timeless peace found throughout Scripture, and renew your
heart with God's abiding love.Through simply practicing slowing down to reflect on God's Word
and release one care each day, you'll find rest for your soul and a deeper appreciation of Jesus's
parting gift to his followers: peace of mind and heart (John 14:27) in even the most trying
circumstances of life.Begin a new daily habit of self-care and experience a renewed outlook
through:Reflections on biblical passagesEngaging journal promptsExplorations of common
sources of anxietyAnd suggested prayersYou don't have to shoulder the burden of life's worries
alone. Cast your cares on God one day at a time and discover the reassurance available to all
believers at any time.
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Michele Morin, “Overcome Anxiety with Habits of Reflection and Release. I am no fisherman, but
Peter’s imagery is not lost on me. When he said, “Cast your cares upon the Lord,” he meant for
me to send them flying. Am I the only one who sometimes wonders if my cares turn into a
boomerang that comes sailing back in my direction?If you are looking for help in managing
anxiety, you are not alone. It’s the number one mental health concern in our country, and Abide,
the Christian wellness app, offers resources to help relieve your anxiety. The app is available
through GooglePlay or the Apple Store, but recently they’ve created a book of devotions, a forty-
day journey toward true soul rest.In Cast Your Cares, Stephanie Reeves addresses eight
common fears and anxieties with scriptural insights supported by meditation and journaling
prompts designed to help you apply truth to your unique situation. Research shows that forty
days of focused attention goes a long way in overcoming an unwanted habit and replacing it with
a more healthful alternative.Reflection and release are the key behaviors that form the
foundation of this eight-part exercise in trusting God, and with its beautiful hardcover binding
and ribbon bookmark, it will make a thoughtful gift or a treasured addition to your own
library.Many thanks to Zondervan for providing a copy of this book to facilitate my review, which
is, of course, offered freely and with honesty.”

S Fritz, “A Book for When Your Soul Feels Restless. The devotions in Cast Your Cares reminded
me that whenever my soul feels restless with fear, anxiety, shame, or loneliness, I have a place
to lay down my cares. God gently offers to take my burdens and replace them with His peace.I
liked how the book divided the devotions into topics of Anxiety, Lies, Fear, Loneliness, Everyday
Concerns, Shame, Anger, and Identity. This will allow me to come back to the book whenever I
struggle with one of these problems. I especially resonated with the section on Identity as it
encouraged me to see myself as God's beloved child.Each devotion reflects on Bible passages
and offers a prayer and a journaling prompt at the end. I think my favorite features were the
visualization exercises that helped me meditate on Scripture as I imagined casting my cares into
a stream with a fishing rod or building a fortress by bringing all my fears to God and thinking of
each surrendered fear as a brick in the fortress.Cast Your Cares will be a go-to resource for me
when I need guidance and peace from meditating on God's Word.”

m stiffler, “Beautiful depth, helpful reflection. I've read my share of devotionals. This is the first
one to acknowledge the body and its role in spiritual formation. Each reading had substance and
thought, helping me slow down, reflect, and breathe. The imagery was beautiful and the
exercises were an invitation. We're all looking for peace and hope, and this book's holistic
approach connects scripture to the mind, body, and emotions, offering meditations that sink from
head to heart to breath. I'll be buying this book for many loved ones this year!”

kerry Lynn, “Beautiful Encouraging Meditations. All I had to do was open to the table of contents



and I already had things I needed to read.The topics are extremely pertinent to today’s issues -
worry and waiting and trusting God in a slew of difficult circumstances…At the end of each
section there’s a short journal prompt which helps further thought and processing on the subject.
(I haven’t done any of the journal prompts yet, as the reading has led to many thoughts - but the
fact they are there allows me to come thru the book again and have more to do.)I really
appreciate the way Jesus is a central character of ministering to us through the chapters, and
how the authors are so raw and real. They call you into the moment you’re in and ask you to stop
and give God room to speak and breathe hope into you. They also share other listeners
experiences - which are so relatable!This book is a brief moment in the day to stop and recenter
yourself no matter what you might be struggling with - and easily search the table of contents
and flip to the chapter you need for that moment; again and again.”

Victoria, “Refreshed Soul. I have been going through this devotional with a few other ladies at
work. Every Tuesday and Thursday we sit down together and read the next chapter. Every time
we are all blown away at how this book somehow has exactly what we need to hear. The neat
thing is that within our group we have many different ages and circumstances represented, yet
we all find ourselves ministered to and refreshed. There are many invitations to take deep
breaths and cast your cares on the Lord. There are also lots of relatable subjects, beautiful
prayers, and excellent journal prompts.  10/10 recommend!”

Gil, “Buying another copy for a gift. I loved that this book offered a manageable length daily
reading. With busy schedules and life, I enjoy a meaty but quick read. This is a good resource for
someone looking for helpful topics and thought provoking journal prompts. I plan on buying
another as a gift for a relative.”

Chris M, “God meets me in every chapter. I have been enjoying this devotional in a women's
prayer group. The subject of each chapter meets each of us right where we are at because that's
what God's word does. The life stories that go along with the scriptures help us picture ourselves
in the same situations, and help us better relate the Word to our daily life. We are called to reflect
on God's word, release whatever the care is, pray, and then journal our discoveries. Simple, but
at the same time complete.”

Carol J Green, “Love this book!!. Stephanie has done a great job sharing of daily struggles and
the answers from God's word to finding help through each one.”

The book by Abide Christian Meditation, has a rating of 5 out of 4.9. 39 people have provided
feedback.
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